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Need to improve your preventative maintenance 
program? Discover how Garco leveraged Senzit to 
optimize service intervals, locate equipment, and 
increase uptime.

Based in Washington State, Garco Construction had a legacy that stretched back to 1978. Their client portfolio 
included high-profile organizations, such as Gonzaga University, Spokane International Airport, and the US Army 
Corps of Engineers. 

Key to Garco’s success was its mixed fleet, consisting over 200 machines and a rock solid fleet operations team.  

The problem was, Garco did not have a strict maintenance program in place. And they had 
little visibility into a critical aspect of fleet management: air filter replacements and the 
location of vehicles in real-time.  

There was simply no way of knowing the dustload—or the expected life—of Garco’s air filters. So, in order to 
prevent breakdowns, Garco relied solely on the well-known routine of manually tracking engine hours and 
changing the air filter whether the machine needed it or not. 

This practice meant fleet management didn’t necessarily correspond to the actual condition of Garco’s 
machines. In turn, this increased the likelihood of scheduling service too early or taking the risk of dusting an 
engine. Not to mention, trying to find the exact location of equipment that needed to be serviced in the field.

A Simple Solution for Building a Fleet 
Maintenance Program
In 2018, Mark Masterman, Garco’s Shop Foreman, started installing 
Senzit, the first predictive maintenance platform developed   
specifically for heavy-duty fleets.

Senzit offered Garco accurate air-filter insights—powered by 
 condition-based monitoring. By retrofitting Senzit to their entire  

Senzit and Garco team onsite in Spokane, Washington. fleet, Garco could view each filter’s dustload and remaining life in 

Senzit’s web portal or mobile app—and schedule service accordingly. Whether in the garage or on the job site, 
a technician could service the equipment with minimal downtime.  

But those weren’t the only advantages..   

https://senzit.io/condition-based-monitoring/
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Senzit also tracked engine hours—as well as the equipment’s exact location. GPS tracking was a need-to-have 
feature for Garco’s technicians. By having the flexibility to know exactly where machines are located, technicians 
can easily navigate to a job site and service equipment as well as prevent theft and breach of contract. 

Now, a simple log-in gives the Garco team additional data for optimizing maintenance for every machine across 
multiple sites. 

Not to mention, Garco also gained access to Senzit’s notes tool. 

This feature enables technicians to document maintenance information directly in Senzit. There’s no need to 
manually record notes, which can be easily lost or misplaced.   

A Future of Increased Fleet Management Efficiency 
It wasn’t long before the Garco team installed Senzit on almost every single machine in their fleet.

Senzit meant that Garco was no longer dependent on legacy maintenance practices. Not just that, Mark can now 
calculate a significant reduction in unplanned downtime.

Mark boasts, “Over the past year we have been able to calculate a 75% reduction in 
unplanned downtime.”

He also noted how Senzit will allow his team to focus on servicing his equipment versus “where it’s at, who’s 
been running it, [and] how many hours it has.” 

Mark went on to explain how the increased visibility puts more time in his schedule, saying… 

“It’s all right there on the screen, which is drastically cuts down the amount of hours I 
would spend trying to find this information out and then being able to schedule my guys out 
to do the work.”   

What does the future hold for Garco? 

More contracts, more uptime, more profitability, and more time to focus on what matters most, their customers. 

Want to learn how Senzit’s air filter monitor can put more time (and money) back in your maintenance program? 
Click here to get in touch with our team. 

https://senzit.io/contact/

